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Dear Mr. Taylor: 

I hope our meeting two weeks ago clarified the kind of activity Cornell’s LII is engaged in.  At a 
minimum Tom and I aim through such exchange to give our corporate sponsors a basic 
understanding of what our Institute is (and isn’t) and the nature of the applied research their support 
makes possible.  We are delighted if it also opens up possibilities for joint study in some area of 
mutual interest. 

When we parted, you indicated a willingness to consider a proposal for a joint project from us.  Tom 
and I have continued to push around an idea we had coming in that I’ll frame in very general terms.  
We are ready to work with you and others at LCP on the specifics.  Since the project focuses on 
legal education and any work pointing toward the beginning of the next academic year should begin 
soon, we’re eager to move ahead fairly quickly if there is interest on your side. 

The core of the idea is a collection of Supreme Court decisions with supporting material designed to 
be used for both law school and undergraduate Constitutional Law courses.  Delivered on CD-ROM 
and via the Internet it would put LCP and Lawyer’s Edition and the functionality of the Thomson 
Legal Publishing Division’s electronic publications in front of law students.  As I observed in 
Rochester, the organization that Thomson is employing to deal with the professional marketplace is 
ill-suited to building visibility in the nation’s law schools.  In that arena, the on-line vendors have 
been incredibly successful by deploying a set of services and representatives that are focused on 
what law students and law faculty do and care about.  By contrast, offering special rates and training 
on state focused CD-ROM products to the students and staff of a national or regional law school 
generates little interest.  What West and LEXIS/NEXIS have demonstrated so powerfully is that how 
law students work with legal information can be profoundly influenced without touching the formal 
curriculum or formal course materials.  

For a year we have been laying the groundwork for creation of an electronic collection of 
Constitutional Law materials.  We know that our Internet cluster of information about the Supreme 
Court  (recent decisions, biographical and decision data on the justices, court rules) is heavily used 
by educators and students and there is a considerable demand for a retrospective collection.  We 
intend to create such a resource in a way that would allow teachers: 1) to assemble their own course 
materials in print or on disk (topics, decisions, excerpts), 2) to assign students materials lying outside 
an existing text, and 3) to create outlines and additional readings linked to electronic versions of the 
principal cases.  We also imagine that such a collection could be set up in a way that it would be 
attractive to students studying with a teacher who was totally print bound.  To do this it would have 
to include all the cases found in any of the major Constitutional Law casebooks and tools that would 
enable students to select and order the collection’s full contents to correspond with their assigned 
book but also to extract both summaries and key passages and perhaps topical outlines, as well, for 
use in preparation of their ultimate course (and exam) outline.  In these respects it would 



demonstrate through performance how such electronic materials offer major advantages over print.  
In short, this decision collection represents a straightforward extension of the concept we have been 
pursuing with our diskette publications of statutes and other codes prominent in particular law school 
courses. 

Our proposal to you is that this plan of ours become a joint project, an LII/LCP co-publication.  The 
LII would build the collection from LCP data and conforming it to (without limiting it to) LCP Folio 
Views format and functionality.  We would design the special features that would shape the 
collection and its functionality to faculty and students. 

As I’ve indicated we are eager to proceed with this idea and it maybe that the structure of the 
Thomson Legal Publication division doesn’t allow a quick response.  That possibility leads me to 
point to two other ways you might think about the LII as a useful resource.  The first is simply as 
source of consultation on strategies of introducing Thomson products to law schools and law 
students.  We are inside legal education.  Our work has been highly visible, and together, Tom and I, 
possess experience that ranges from teaching legal research to first year students to teaching and 
counseling those who build and maintain the technology infrastructure of law schools.  A second 
way to think of the LII as an R & D shop useful in exploring new products or new ways of delivering 
old ones without high stakes or full corporate commitment.  

This would be a shorter letter if our session in Rochester had not been so stimulating for the two of 
us.  We would be very pleased if the exchange two weeks ago led to more substantial joint activity.  
Whether or not that happens, we remain most grateful to LCP for the boost it provided early on in 
the form of permission to use portions of  U.S.C.S.   We are grateful as well for the $5, 000 of 
annual support that makes Lawyers Coop one of our corporate sponsors. 

I am attaching a sheet detailing the travel expenses associated with out trip to Rochester.  They 
should be reimbursed directly.  A check representing LCP’s corporate sponsorship should be made 
payable to Cornell University.  Check and a cover note indicating that it is in support of the Legal 
Information Institute should be sent to:  Ms. Linda Majeroni, Admin. Manger, Legal Information 
Institute, Cornell Law School, Myron Taylor Hall, Ithaca, NY 14853. 

 

      Sincerely, 

 

      Peter W. Martin 

 

cc:  Ms. Linda Majeroni 


